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Student 3        Summative Portrait Project



Student 3             Language Use

Verbal Assessment (transcript)
The student did not feel comfortable being recorded. 

Teacher: Who did you depict in your portrait? How does the background motif help me understand why you 
admire them?

Student: It’s of me. I admire myself. The lion is for being African American. Lions are the King of the jungle. 
They’re brave and not scared of anything. 

Teacher: I see that you wrote “King” and “JJ” right here. Is that related to the lion?

Student: Yeah, JJ is my nickname. I’m saying that I’m the King.

Teacher: What about the square symbol to the left of the lion?

Student: That’s Spongebob. I wanted to show something about being an artist in the background. I usually 
always draw a box before anything. Then I go from there and it turns into Spongebob. 

Teacher: So art is important to you?

Student: Yes, because I draw everyday. 

Teacher: What areas do you think successfully show pattern and repetition? 

Student: My fingerprints are a pattern. They’re supposed to be teardrops. 



Verbal Assessment (transcript) cont.
The student did not feel comfortable being recorded. 

Student 3             Language Use

Teacher: Why did you do fingerprints for the teardrops?

Student: Because every artist has their own technique and that’s mine. 

Teacher: Looking back at your Formative work, I see that you didn’t have the teardrops as a motif. Why did 
you decide not to use your original symbols - the snake, the two-headed snake, and the wolf?

Student: I made the stencils, but I didn’t end up using them. I drew the snake easy the first time, but not the 
second time. It was harder for me to go in and add the lines inside the snake, so I drew the lion 
symbol  instead. 

Teacher: What could you do next time to show more repetition and pattern [using your symbols]?

Student: Maybe I could draw out the lion, star, and Spongebob all over the background so it fills up all this 
space. Maybe I’d paint over the star because that was random. 

Teacher: Is there anything else you would change about your project? What else was challenging?

Student: Making my face look realistic was really hard. I tried using the dark pencil…. the 6B? to make the 
shadow on my forehead. I think I could mix more colors together in the background.

Teacher: Speaking of color, can you tell me about your color scheme?

Student: Sure, it shows the two sides of my personality. Black represents darkness, yellow is light. The color 
scheme is supposed to be split like my mind. Sometimes my mind is happy, other times it’s sad.

Teacher: And how do the teardrops relate to that?

Student: Well, the teardrops are supposed to be happy because I like my personality. That’s why I put them 
all over the paper and not just on one side. 


